JOIN AIP – ONE OF THE LARGEST ENERGY TRANSITION FUNDS IN THE NORDICS

Looking for a career within renewable energy investments? Then join AIP Management as an Asset Manager in our expanding Asset Management Team.

AIP Management is a global leader in renewable energy and infrastructure investments and if you are ambitious and looking for true global impact, AIP Management is the right place for you.

The AIP Asset Management team, located in Copenhagen, currently comprises 9 professionals with diverse backgrounds in terms of experience, education, and nationalities. The team is responsible for managing and optimising the value of the energy and infrastructure assets in the AIP portfolio.

The role
You will be the overall responsible of 3-4 AIP assets and manage them from a commercial perspective incl. dialogue with asset stakeholders, management of key contracts, analysis, valuation, asset reporting, and problem solving.

The primary tasks include:
• Participation in the late stage of the process for new investments incl. qualified input to transaction negotiations from an asset management perspective
• Evaluation of ongoing decision material incl. improvement initiatives from a commercial, financial, legal, ESG, and technical point of view
• Management of all key project contracts, from an investor viewpoint, such as the EPC, O&M, PPA, and financing agreements. The task involves existing contracts as well as new contracts
• Optimisation of the asset value over the asset life cycle and continuous asset risk assessment
• Engagement with the operating manager of the asset including active participation in progress meetings, board meetings and the like
• Preparation of reporting on asset performance and asset valuations
• Coordination of 3rd party advisors and communication with co-investment partners
• Drive projects related to divestments, restructuring etc.

In addition, you are expected to contribute in and take responsibility for internal business development projects related to asset management.

The job will entail travel activities in the order of 10-20 days per year.

The candidate
6-10 years of relevant post-graduate experience from a commercial/finance function within an infrastructure or energy company, preferably coupled with experience from either corporate finance, legal advisory, or management consulting
• Strong analytical skills, a structured mindset, and strong written communication skills
• Experience with valuation, financial modelling, analysis, and ppt presentations
• Experience with contractual/legal work is an advantage but not a strict requirement
• Experience from board-like work is an advantage but not a strict requirement
• Entrepreneurial mindset and a positive attitude and a desire to work in a growing organisation with a lot of responsibility and ability to shape your own working day

How to apply
If you wish to be considered for the position, please send your application through our website. We will review and conduct interviews on an ongoing basis.

AIP Management is an investment manager focusing on renewable energy and infrastructure assets in Europe and North America. AIP is a fast-growing organization characterized by an ambitious and entrepreneurial work environment, where we take joint responsibility for the development of the business. The team has extensive experience from investment banking, consulting, infrastructure and energy corporations, and private equity.

To date, AIP has invested more than EUR 4 billion across 21 assets within offshore wind, onshore wind, solar, battery storage, biomass, gas, telecom and rail. AIP’s latest fund, AIP Infrastructure II K/S holds total commitments of EUR 4 billion, and the ambition for the coming years is to invest app EUR 1 billion annually.

You can read more about AIP at aipmanagement.dk